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ABSTRACT 
Both of the following conditions are equivalent to the absoluteness of a norm Y in 
C”: (1) for all nXn diagonal matrices D=(d,), the subordinate operator norm 
N,(D)=maxkldk); (2) for all nXn matrices A, N,(A) <N,(IAI). These conditions are 
modified for partitioned matrices by replacing absolute values with norms of blocks. 
A generalization of absoluteness is thus obtained. 
1. NOTATION 
We use the following notation: 
m,nEN; 
@ mx” = the space of complex m X n matrices; 
@” =Q=nxr; 
an = @nXn; 
9n = the set of diagonal matrices of 9R”; 
N={l,..., n}, M={l,...,m}; 
%= the set of nonempty subsets of ZV; 
I, K-L; 
n, = the number of elements of I; 
I= I, =tbe identity matrix ~92,“; 
A,x =the (I, K) submatrix (i.e. the submatrix with row indices El and 
column indices E K) of A E %“; 
$1 =A, =tbe J-principal submatrix of A; 
Z = the matrix 
i = iI+@. 
E gn with ith diagonal element 1 if i E J, 0 otherwise; 
fo~BE@“,;%, $JK -the matrix E%” with (J,K) submatrix B and 
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other elements zero; 
5, = the “J-.subvector”of X E C”; 
x, = iJx; 
for YE C”‘, y’ = the vector EC” with .I-subvector Y and other elements 
zero; 
r=a norm in C”; 
V, =the norm in @“I defined by ~~(Y)=v(f’). 
2. INTRODUCTION 
There are various conditions which are equivalent to the absoluteness of 
V. Two such ones are characterized by the subordinate operator norm 
NV (defined in Sec. 3): 
(l) %(D)=maxkEN ldkl VD=(dk) Eg” (see Thmrem 1); 
(2) N,(A)<N,(]A]) VAE%” (see Theorem 7). 
We can generalize the concept of absoluteness by generalizing (1) and (2). 
GENERALIZATION 1. To state (1) for block-diagonal matrices when the 
absolute values of elements on the right side are replaced by norms of 
blocks. 
GENERALIZATION 2. To state (2) for partitioned matrices when JAI is 
replaced by the matrix whose elements are norms of blocks. 
Consider Generalization 1. Let I= { Ji, . . . , J,,,} be a partition of N. There 
are two natural ways to generalize (1) formally for block-diagonal matrices 
with respect to 7, i.e. for matrices F satisfying F= $,, + . . - + @,_. These are 
(1’) N,(F)=m=k,N,,j~~k), 
(1”) %(F)=m=kEM%(FJkh 
Stoer [S] considered a generalization of absolute norms which he proved to 
be equivalent to the inequality obtained from (1”) by replacing = with < . 
Lancaster and Farahat [4] had a concept of generalized absoluteness which 
they proved to be equivalent to (1’). J 0 h nson [3] gave a different treatment 
of the equivalence of his generalization and (1’). Our aim is to systematize 
these results and to introduce new theorems on this topic. 
Generalization 2 seems not to appear in the literature. We study this 
problem also. 
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3. N,(D), D DIAGONAL 
Let Y be a norm in C”, and denote by NV the subordinate operator norm 
(also called lub norm) in 9R”, 
N,(A)= max v( AX) 
O#XEC” v(x)’ 
More generally, if K is a norm in C” and A E Cmxn, 
N,,,(A)= max 3. 
OZXEC” 
The absoluteness of Y can be characterized by N, in qn. 
THEOREM 1 (cf. Bauer, Stoer, and Witzgall [l]). Let Y be a norm in C”. 
Then the following conditions are equiuakmt: 
(a) Y is absolute; 
(b) N,(W=~=Q~~I~I VD=(d,)e% 
(c) NV(D)<max,,,]dk] VD=(~,)E%I~. 
Proof. For (a)*(b), see [l]. (b) @ c ( ) f 11 0 ows from the fact that any norm 
Y satisfies N,(D) > max)dk (. This fact can be seen by putting for X in the 
definition of NV the vector with the 1 dk(-maximizing coordinate 1 and the 
other coordinates 0. n 
4. N,,,YK(AIK) COMPARED WITH N,(A) 
Johnson [3] compared N,,(A,) with N,(A). We introduce his results and 
generalize them. 
THEOREM 2. N V,,VK(B)<N,(I?K) Vr, KE%, BE@“‘~“K. 
Proof. Let I, KE%, BEC’QXnK, YECK. Then 
q(BY) -= 
~Ko7 
v(lPT) < max .(Px) 
v(P) OZXEC” 4X) 
=N,(@). 
Taking the maximum over Y, the theorem follows. 
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We_say that Y is projection-monotonic (“monotone” in [3]) in the direction 
J if v(X,) < V(X) VXEC”, assuming n > 2. If v is projection-monotonic in 
every direction, we call it projection-monotonic. For completeness, let us say 
that every norm in C’ is projection-monotonic. 
THEOREM 3. Let JE%. A norm u in @” is projection-monotonic in J if 
and only if N,(II’) = 1. 
Proof. Let ZE%“J. By Theorem 2, 
l=N,,(Z) &N”(f’) 
for any norm v. On the other hand, by definition Y is projection-monotonic 
in J if and only if v(~~X) < V(X) VXEC”. This is equivalent to N,(fl) 6; 1. 
Hence the theorem follows. n 
THEOREM 4. Let v be a nom in @” and J, K E%. Then 
(A) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) v is projection-monotonic in J; 
@) iV,(A”,) <iV,(A_) VAE%“; 
(c) N,,(A,)=N,(A,) VA E%“; 
and 
(B) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(d) v is prq’ection-monotonic in J and K; 
(e) N,(A+)<N,,(A) ya,pE{J,K}, AE%“; 
(4 %_,(A,B)=N,(A,B) va,PE{J,K), AE‘x”. 
Part (A) is essentially the same as a result of Johnson [3, Theorem 11. By 
setting J-K in (B) we obtain (A) as a special case. Thus it is sufficient to 
prove (B). We show (d)@(e) and (d)*(f). 
(d)+(e): Assume (d). Let a, PE {J, K}, AEEJR”. By submultiplicativity of 
N, and Theorem 3 we have 
which proves (e). 
(e)+(d): Assume (e) and let (Y E {J, K}. By Theorem 2 and (e), 
l=N,~Z,)<N,(~)<N,(Z)=l. 
Hence N,(p)= 1. Now Theorem 3 implies (d). 
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(d)+(f): Assume (d). Let_cu,pE{l, K}, AE%“, YEC’Q. Let ZEC” be 
arbitrary with the property Zs = ?. By (d), V(Z) > v(?). NOW, 
Taking the maximum over Y and Z, we have NV.,YB(A(IS) > N,(i,,). Theo- 
rem 2 then implies (f). 
(f)*(d):Let aE{J, K}. By (f), 
l=N,&)=N,(j”). 
Hence, by Theorem 3, (d) follows. 
Consider now evey J, K E %. Then Theorems 3 and 4 give immediately 
THEOREM 4'. L.etubeanonnin@“. Then the following conditiuns are 
equiuaht: 
(a) Y is prq*ection-monotonic; 
(b) A@)=1 \I]EGJc; 
(c) N,(A,,) <N,(A) !I, KE%JL, A E%“; 
(d) iv y,,y K(A,&=NU(A,J VJ, KEGJt, AEtX”. 
5. NJ F), F BLOCK-DIAGONAL 
Let ll={L..., Jm} be a par-tit@ (into nonempty di_sjoint sets) of N. For 
brevity, 
FE%” 
denote Aik =A,d,k, Aik =A,,,,, A, =A,,, A, =A,,, ik =iJk. We call 
’ block-diagonal with respect to 7 if F-p1 + * * . + &. In other 
words, every element of F which does not lie in principal submatrices 
defined by J,,..., .I, then equals zero. If every ]k is a set of consecutive 
integers, we have an “ordinary” block-diagonal matrix 
Fl 0 ... 0 
F= 0 F, .** 0 =F,@... @F,, 
I 
Fk E%“&. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ..’ F, 
We denote by Q(l) th e set of matrices ~9,” which are block-diagonal with 
respect to 7. 
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We say that v is partition-absolute with respect to 7 if there exists an 
absolute norm K in @” such that 
v(x)=K(v(~lx),...,v(Px)) VXEC". 
Obviously, v is absolute if and only if it is partition-absolute with respect to 
ll={{l},..., {n}}. Every partition-absolute norm is clearly projection- 
monotonic in every set of the partition. Partition-absoluteness is equivalent 
to “partition-monotonicity,” i.e. the property 
v(fkX) < v(fkY) VkEM CJ v(x) <v(Y). 
This can be seen in the same way as the equivalence of “ordinary” absolute- 
ness and monotonicity [l]. 
As a generalization of Theorem 1 we have 
THEOREM 5 (cf. Stoer [6], Lancaster and Farahat [4], Johnson [3]). Let v 
be a norm in @” and I={_/,,..., I,,,} be a partition of N. Then the folluwing 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) v is partition-absolute with respect to 7; 
max,,,Nv(Fk)=N(F) VFEq(ll); 
t; maxkEM N,,{F ) > NiF) VFE%(ll); 
(d) mm ,,,N,(&=N;(F) VF@(ll). 
Proof. (a)+b): Apply[4, Theorem 21 to @” = i’C”Cl3. . . CBf”‘Cn. 
(a)@(c): See [6, Theorem 21. In this theorem v is assumed absolute to 
justify the using of [6, Lemma 31. However, absoluteness is not needed in this 
particular lemma; cf. [4, Lemma]. 
(b)+(d): Assume (b). Putting F= fk (REM), we have 
Using Theorem 3, we see that v is projection-monotonic at every Zk. But 
Theorem 4 then implies 
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Hence, by (b), 
This proves (d). 
(d)+(c): Trivial. q 
THEOREM 6 (cf. Stoer [S]). Let v be a norm in C”. Then the equivalent 
conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) in Themem 5 are satisfied for every partition 1 
of N: 
(A) in the case n= 1 or n=2 if and only if v is absohte; 
(B) otherwise, if and only if there exists p~[l,oo], DEB”, D>O such 
that v(X)=IJDXIJp VXEC” (II-II, denotes theH6ldernorrn). 
Proof. See [6]. Note that partition-absoluteness with respect to every 
partition implies “ordinary” absoluteness. n 
6. N,(A) 
THEOREM 7 [l, 5, 21. Let Y be a norm in C”. Then Y is absolute if and 
only if N,(A)<N,((AI) VAE%“. 
We state the analogous criterion for partition-absoluteness. 
THEOREMS. Letvbeanonnin@“and~={j,,...,l,,,} beapartitionof 
N. Then v is partition-absolute with respect to 7 if and only if there exists an 
absolute rwrm K in @” such that 
N,,(An) . ’ * 
N,(A)<N, 
N,l,““&tJ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N,m,v,(A,~) * * * N,_(&m) II . (4 
Proof. Assume partition-absoluteness. Then 
Y(X)=K(YI(X~).....Y,(X,)) VXEC” 
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where K is an absolute norm in Cm. For formal convenience, assume WI= 2, 
which is no essential restriction, and denote Njk = NV,, _. Then, for A E%“, 
XEC”, 
(( NA‘L) %2(42) =K %!,(A,,) Ni&%,22) 
<N (( %(A,,) %(A,,) ’ %(A,,) %z(A,) 
This establishes (a). 
Conversely, assume (a). Let FEq(T[). By (a), Theorem 1, and Theorem 2, 
<r 
N,I(F,) 0 ..- 0 ’ 
N,(F)GN, ’ Np(F,) -*- 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 . . . N,p?J 
= F~%N,*(F,) < rgN(&). 
By Theorem 5, partition-absoluteness follows. 
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7. N,, Y PROJECTION-CONSISTENT 
We say that a norm v in C” is projection-consistent if for every J, J’ E 9L 
with equal numbers of elements we have v,(Y)=v,(Y) VYEC”J. If n, is 
fixed, v( ?‘) is then independent of J. 
THEOREM 9. A prq’ection-monotonic twm v in c” is projection-c&tat 
if and only if 
(a) VBEc”IXnK, NV(BJK)(and by lkeorem 4’ also Nv,,vK(B)) is indepen- 
dent of I and K (with nJ, nK fixed). 
Proof. Assume projection-consistency. Let J, y, K, K’ EGJL, n, = nJ’, 
nK = nKp, BE@“J~“K, and let ZE@” be such that 
v( SKz) 
VW 
=Nv(tiJK), 
By projection-monotonicity, the elements of Z with indices @K can be set 
equal to zero. Thus Z attains the form f” where YE @“I(. Denote Z’ = f”‘. 
Now, by assumption, 
v( iJKz) = v(liJKfK) vJ(By) 4w =-=-= V(B”J’K’fK’ 1 
v(Z) v( 2”) vK(y) 'K'(') v( J”‘) 
= v( IiJ’K’Z’) 
v(z,) <N,PK’). 
Thus N,(liJK) =G Nv(irK’). R eversing the roles of J, K and _l’, K’, we obtain 
the converse inequality. Hence Ny(sJK) =NV(@K’), which proves (a). 
Conversely, assume (a). Let J, J’ E%, n, = nr, YE C”‘. Then 17’ = ?‘f;“, 
and further 
v( f’) < Nv( i”‘)v( f”) (IE3n”J). 
By (a) and Theorem 4’, 
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Thus ~(17~) < r(?“). By considering ?I’=f”‘?’ we obtain the converse 
inequality. Hence v( I’) = v( r”l’), which proves projection-consistency. n 
Finally, we introduce characterizations for Holder norms. 
THEOREM 10. Let v be a nom in C”. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) (1) For euey ~~~~~~ (l<r,s<n), N,(B):=N,(gJK), n,=r,nK=s 
is well defined and 
(2) for euey partition ll = {II,. . . , J,,,} of N, 
with equulity if A Eq(l). 
@) (I) See (a); 
(2) fm every partition lI= {II,..., I,,,} of N 
(c) Forn<2, v is absolute; forn>3, 3dER+, p~[l,co]: v=dll-11,. 
Proof. (a)-(c): Assume (a). If n < 2, then (c) follows by Theorem 6. If 
n > 3, then v is projection-monotonic by Theorem 4’ and therefore projec- 
tion-consistent by Theorem 9. Moreover, Theorem 6 implies that v is of the 
form v(X)=)IDXllP (D=(d,)@P, D>O, p~[l,co]). But projection- 
consistency requires d, = . . . =d,, which proves (c). Thus (a)*(c). On the 
other hand, Theorems 4’ and 5 imply (c)*(a). 
(b)@(c): Assume (b). Considering lI={{l},...,{n}} we then have N,(A) 
< N,(I A I) VA E%“. Thus v is absolute by Theorem 7, hence partition- 
absolute with respect to every partition by (b) and Theorem 8, therefore 
projection-monotonic, and finally projectionconsistent by Theorem 9. Now 
we can proceed as in the former part of the proof. Thus (b)=+(c). By 
Theorem 8, (c)=+(b) follows easily. n 
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